
A Multi-Modal Logic for StereotypingUllrich Hustadt�Max-Planck-Institut f�ur Informatik,Im Stadtwald, 66123 Saarbr�ucken, GermanyE-mail: Ullrich.Hustadt@mpi-sb.mpg.deIntroductionIn a mixed-initiative dialogue between multiple inter-locutors, the ability to construct, to maintain, and toexploit an explicit model of the dialogue partners' be-liefs, goals, and plans is indispensable. An agent modelis required for identifying the objects which the dia-logue partner is talking about, for planning the ap-propriate dialogue contributions towards achieving theown goals, and for determining the e�ects of planneddialogue contributions on the dialogue partner.Constructing the model of a dialogue partner fromscratch during the dialogue is impossible, becausewithout making any presuppositions about the con-cepts the dialogue partner knows, we will not be ableto produce a single utterance. If we assume that wehave no access to existing models of the dialogue part-ners, then there are at least two di�erent approachesfor constructing the initial agent model at the begin-ning of the dialogue:� We ascribe all or a subset of the system's knowledge,beliefs, desires, and plans to the dialogue partner, i.e.the initial agent model mirrors the system.This is done, for example, in Sleeman's UMFE sys-tem (1985), which uses an overlay technique to as-cribe a subset of the concepts known by the systemto the dialogue partner or in Ballim's ViewFinder(1992) which uses separated environments for eachdialogue partner.� We use prede�ned collections of knowledge, beliefs,desires and plans. At the beginning of the dialogue,the system chooses one of these collections and as-cribes it to the dialogue partner.This is done, for example, in GRUNDY (Rich 1979),a system recommending novels to people to read,and in UC (Chin 1986), a system answering questionabout UNIX.�This work is supported by the German Ministry forResearch and Technology (BMFT) under grant ITS 9102(Project Logo). Responsibility for the contents lies withthe author. I thank Renate Schmidt for helpful remarksand carefully reading earlier versions of this paper.

The �rst approach is appropriate if the main use ofthe agent model is to assure that the dialogue partnerunderstands all the utterances of the system as in thecase of the UMFE system. But for example in an argu-ment in which the personal attitude towards the topicof the discussion is important, evidently this is not agood approach. If the system wants to convince thedialogue partner that his attitude towards a topic isright, it should not start with the assumption that thedialogue partner already has the same attitude towardsthis topic.Using prede�ned assumptions is usually called thestereotype approach to agent model ascription. In theliterature, the term `stereotype' is mostly used for acollection of knowledge, beliefs, and desires that aretypical for members of a group. That is, the propertiescontained in the stereotype can be ascribed likely tomembers of the group. We will call these stereotypes ofdefault properties. In contrast, stereotypes of necessaryproperties are intended to catch the knowledge, beliefs,desires common to all members of a group.In both cases, we have to �nd a way to select froma collection of stereotypes the one which we want toascribe to a dialogue partner. Usually, this is doneusing some triggering preconditions associated with astereotype. Ballim (1992) divides these preconditionsinto the following groupsNecessary preconditions: A set of preconditions,all of which must be satis�ed for the stereotype tobe a candidate for application to a dialogue partner.Su�cient preconditions: A set of preconditions,the satisfaction of all of which determines that thestereotype does apply to a dialogue partner. Thenecessary preconditions are required to be a subsetof the su�cient preconditions.Counter conditions: Conditions that can beused to determine if a stereotype does not apply tothe dialogue partner.Various formalisms have been proposed for repre-senting the assumptions of the system regarding thedialogue partners. As long as there is no need forrepresenting beliefs and desires, but only the knowl-



edge and attitudes of the dialogue partners, represen-tational systems based on frames or semantic networksare quite appropriate. As soon as the agent model hasto represent in more detailed form what the dialoguepartner knows or does not know, what he wants or doesnot want, the expressive power of such systems is toolimited.The approach I propose here is in line with the modallogic approach to agent and stereotype modeling of All-gayer, Ohlbach, & Reddig (1992). The basic idea is toenhance a decidable fragment of �rst-order logic withmodal operators modeling the notions of belief, knowl-edge, and desire. To provide reasoning capabilities wefollow the translation approach of Nonnengart (1992).This amounts to manipulatingmodal logic formulas bya certain set of transformation rules so that classical,i.e. �rst-order, proof methods can be applied.Syntax and Semantics for Mod-ALCThe choice of the knowledge representation languagepresented in this section has been inuenced by thefollowing considerations. The language should be ex-pressive enough to describe interesting parts of theintended agent and stereotype model. On the otherhand, the inferential mechanisms should provide soundand complete means to answer speci�c classes ofqueries with respect to these models. Furthermore,these mechanisms should be guaranteed to terminatefor any agent model and any query we will consider.Therefore, we restrict ourselves to decidable fragmentsof (modal) �rst-order logic.The language we use to describe individual as wellas stereotypical information is called Mod-ALC. Itis based on the terminological logic ALC (Schmidt-Schau� & Smolka 1991) and extends the languageof Hustadt & Nonnengart (1993) with a more gen-eral modality 2(m;C) for describing information aboutgroups of agents.We assume four disjoint alphabets, the set C of con-cept symbols, the set R of role symbols, the set M ofmodal operator symbols, and the set O of object sym-bols. In particular, there is a distinguished subset Aof the object symbols, called the set of agent symbols.The set C contains two distinguished elements top andall which denote the set of all objects and the set of allagents, respectively. The tuple (O;A;M;C;R) is calledthe signature, denoted by �.The set of concept terms (or just concepts) and roleterms (or just roles) is inductively de�ned as follows.Every concept symbol is a concept term and every rolesymbol is a role term. Now assume that C and D areconcepts, R and S are roles, m is a modal operatorsymbol, and a is an agent symbol. Then CuD, CtD,:C, 8R:C, 9R:C, 2(m;a) C, 3(m;a) C, and 2(m;C)Dare concept terms, and R u S is a role term.The set of sentences of Mod-ALC is divided into theset of terminological sentences and the set of asser-tional sentences. If C and D are concepts, then C v D

is a terminological sentence. If C is a concept, R is arole, and x, y, and z are object symbols then x 2 Cand (y; z) 2 R are assertional sentences. Moreover,if � is a terminological (respectively assertional) sen-tence and if m is a modal operator symbol and a is anagent symbol then 2(m;a) �, 2(m;C) �, and 3(m;a) �are terminological (respectively assertional) sentences.A knowledge base is a �nite set of terminological andassertional sentences.A note on notation: we use A for concept symbols,P for role symbols, m for modal operator symbols, afor agent symbols, x, y, and z for object symbols, C,D, and E for concepts, R and S for roles, and � forsentences.This de�nes the syntax of Mod-ALC. Now we pro-vide the semantics. In essence, we are using the stan-dard Kripke possible worlds semantics adjusted for ourlanguage.De�nition 1 (�-Structures)As usual we de�ne a �-structure as a pair (D; I) whichconsists of a domain D and an interpretation functionI which maps the object symbols to elements of D,concept symbols to subsets of D and the role symbolsto subsets of D�D. The interpretation of the conceptsymbol top is D and the interpretation of all is the setA = fa j I(x) = a ^ x 2 Ag.De�nition 2 (Frames and Interpretations)By a frame F we understand any pair (W ;<) where� W is a non-empty set (of worlds).� < is the disjoint union Um2M;a2A <am of binary re-lations <am onW, the so-called accessibility relationsbetween worlds.By a �-interpretation = based on F we understand anytuple (D;F;=loc; �) where� D denotes the common domain of all �-structuresin the range of =loc.� � denotes the actual world (the current situation)� F is a frame� =loc maps worlds to �-structures with common do-main D which interpret object symbols equally.De�nition 3 (Interpretation of Terms)Let = = (D;F;=loc; �) be a �-interpretation and let=loc(�) = (D; I). We de�ne the interpretation of termsinductively over their structure:=(A) = I(A) if A is a concept symbol=(P ) = I(P ) if P is a role symbol=(C uD) = =(C) \ =(D)=(C tD) = =(C) [ =(D)=(:C) = D n =(C)=(8R:C) = fd 2 D j 8 e 2 D:(d; e) 2 =(R)! e 2 =(C)g=(9R:C) = fd 2 D j 9 e 2 D:(d; e) 2 =(R) ^ e 2 =(C)g=(2(m;a) C) = fd 2 D j 8� 2 W:<am(�; �)! d 2 =[�](C)g



=(2(m;C)D) = fd 2 D j 8 a 2 A: 8� 2 W :I(a) 2 =(C) ^<am(�; �)!d 2 =[�](D)g=(3(m;a) C) = fd 2 D j 9� 2 W:<am(�; �) ^ d 2 =[�](C)g=(R u S) = =(R) \ =(S)where =[�] = (D;F;=loc; �).Note that 3(m;a) is dual of 2(m;a), i.e. 3(m;a)� isequivalent to :2(m;a):�.De�nition 4 (Satis�ability)Let = = (D;F;=loc; �) be a �-interpretation and=loc(�) = (D; I). We de�ne the satis�ability relation j=inductively over the structure of Mod-ALC sentences:= j= x 2 C i� I(x) 2 =(C)= j= (x; y) 2 R i� (I(x); I(y)) 2 =(R)= j= C v D i� =(C) � =(D)= j= 2(m;a)� i� 8� 2 W:<am(�; �)! =[�] j= �= j= 2(m;C) � i� 8 a 2 A: I(a) 2 =(C)!8� 2 W :<am(�; �)! =[�] j= �= j= 3(m;a) � i� 9� 2 W:<am(�; �) ^ =[�] j= �Let = be an interpretation and let � be a Mod-ALCsentence with = j= �. Then we call � satis�able andwe call = a model for �. An interpretation = is amodel of a knowledge base K if it is a model for everysentence in K.If all interpretations are models for a sentence � thenwe say � is valid. Let K be a knowledge base and � bea sentence. We say K entails � if every model for K isa model for �. Any sentence for which no model existsis called unsatis�able. Thus, � is valid i� its negationis unsatis�able.Lemma 5 Given an Mod-ALC knowledge base K,checking whether K is satis�able is a decidable prob-lem.Proof. See (Buchheit, Donini, & Schaerf 1993) and(Schild 1991).Properties of Modal OperatorsSuppose our signature contains a modal operator sym-bol `believe' and agent symbols `Tom' and `Tim'. Theterminological sentence2(believe;Tom) Tim 2 speeder (1)describes that Tom believes that Tim is a person tend-ing to drive too fast, i.e. in our possible worlds seman-tics, in any world in the belief space of Tom, Tim is aspeeder. The terminological sentence3(believe;Tom) Tim 2 :creeper (2)describes that Tom does not believe that Tim is acreeper, i.e. there is a world in the belief space of Tomwhere Tim is not a creeper.

If Tim is capable of positive introspection (de�nedbelow as axiom schema (5)), sentence (1) implies2(believe;Tom)2(believe;Tom)Tim 2 speeder; (3)i.e. Tom also believes that he believes that Tim is aspeeder. Furthermore, if Tim is capable of negative in-trospection (de�ned below as axiom schema (6)), sen-tence (2) implies2(believe;Tom)3(believe;Tom) Tim 2 :creeper; (4)expressing that Tom believes that he doesn't believethat Tim is a creeper.The semantics of Mod-ALC does not force thatknowledge bases containing (1) and (2) entail the sen-tences (3) and (4). Properties of modal operators likethe property of positive introspection of the believe op-erator need to be speci�ed explicitly by adding axiomschemata for modal operators to the knowledge base.Examples of such axiom schemata are2(m;a) �) 2(m;a) 2(m;a) � (5)3(m;a)�) 2(m;a)3(m;a) � (6)If we consider modal operators for belief, i.e.2(believe;a)and 3(believe;a), then schema (5) and (6) are axioms ofintrospection. Corresponding axiom schemata can begiven for modal operators of knowledge, desire, time,etc. Thus, within the framework of Mod-ALC all thevarious modal operators are treated in the same way.For simplicity, we will use only the modal operator`belief' in the examples.Many modal axiom schemata correspond to prop-erties of the accessibility relation in the semantics ofmodal logic, and therefore also in the semantics ofMod-ALC. Although the axiom schemata are second-order, i.e. quantify over sentences, the correspondingproperties of the accessibility relation are �rst-order.Gabbay & Ohlbach (1992) invented the SCAN algo-rithm o�ering a method for computing these corre-spondences automatically. We will refer to SCAN inthe description of the implementation.Stereotypes of Necessary PropertiesStereotypes are associated with groups of agents. Werepresent such groups of agents as stereotype concepts.As soon as we assume that an agent belongs to a spe-ci�c stereotype concept, we can ascribe all the sen-tences attached to this stereotype concept to the agent.Whereas other systems have used stereotypes to ini-tiate the system's model of an agent, we are not �xedto the system's point of view. Any agent can have hisown collection of stereotypes. So the terminologicalsentence2(believe;Tim)2(believe;creeper) (bmw v fast car) (7)de�nes that Tim believes that anybody Tim regardsas a creeper believes that a BMW is a fast car. Inthis example, creeper is a stereotype concept. One hasto be careful about the interpretation of the concepts



creeper, bmw, and fast car. Whereas creeper is inter-preted from the viewpoint of Tim, the concepts bmwand fast car are interpreted from the viewpoint of acreeper. In contrast,2(believe;Tim) (nice car v 2(believe;speeder) bad car)is a terminological sentence where speeder and nice carare interpreted from the viewpoint of Tim and bad carfrom the viewpoint of a speeder.Because stereotype concepts are ordinary concepts,we can express triggering preconditions just by conceptde�nitions. So2(believe;Tim) (9 own: slow car v creeper) (8)says that Tim believes that anybody owning a slowcar is a creeper, i.e. owning a slow car is a su�cientcondition for a person to be regarded as a creeper. Onthe other hand,2(believe;Tim) (creeper v 9 own: bicycle) (9)says that any creeper owns a bicycle, i.e. it is a nec-essary condition to own a bicycle to be regarded as acreeper. Because Mod-ALC contains negation, counterconditions can be speci�ed as su�cient conditions forthe complement of a stereotype concept, e.g.2(believe;Tim) (9 own::env bene�cial car v :creeper)says that Tim believes that anybody owning a car thatis not environmentally bene�cial is not a creeper.Within the framework of Mod-ALC, there is no needfor a special mechanism for stereotype attachment.Suppose, our knowledge base K contains the sentences2(believe;Tim) (beetle v slow car) (10)2(believe;Tim) (Tom 2 9 own: beetle) (11)2(believe;Tim)2(believe;Tom) (bmw1 2 bmw) (12)in addition to the sentences (7),(8), and (9). Then, thetheorem proving method described in the next sectionallows us to prove2(believe;Tim) (Tom 2 creeper): (13)This means Tom is classi�ed as a creeper. Using thisconclusion, we can infer2(believe;Tim)2(believe;Tom) (bmw1 2 fast car); (14)from the sentences (7), (12), and (13), and we can infer2(believe;Tim) (Tom 2 9 own: bicycle); (15)from the sentences (9) and (13). Thus, if an agentbelongs to a stereotype concept, then we are able toderive additional information about this agent usingthe stereotype itself and the necessary conditions forthat stereotype.It is possible that an agent belongs to a conjunctionor a disjunction of stereotypes. In the �rst case, theunion of the properties attached to each stereotype willbe ascribed to the agent. In the second case, only theintersection of the properties will be ascribed to theagent.

The set of stereotype concepts forms a hierarchybased on the concept de�nitions just as the set of allother concepts does. So the stereotype hierarchy is notspeci�ed by an explicitly given ordering on the stereo-type concepts, but will emerge from the subsumptionrelation between necessary, su�cient, and counter pre-conditions of the stereotypes.The top concept in the stereotype hierarchy is thedistinguished concept all. It can used in the speci�ca-tion of sentences describing common belief, as in thefollowing example2(believe;all) (car v thingu 9 gas type:gasolineu 9mileage:km amountu 9 consumption:liter amount)which speci�es what is common belief about cars.ImplementationProviding an expressively powerful language for thepurpose of agent modeling is not enough. We also needa theorem proving method that is correct and completewith respect to the semantics of the language. ForMod-ALC, this can be done using the ideas of Moore(1980) and Nonnengart (1992). The main idea is tomanipulate modal logic formulas by some set of trans-formation rules so that classical, i.e. �rst-order, proofmethods can be applied. Our target language is many-sorted �rst-order logic. We assume a new sort W dis-tinct from the domain sort D, a new constant � of sortW which is supposed to represent the actual (or cur-rent) world, a relation symbol R which denotes the ac-cessibility relations < and, for every concept symbol A(respectively, role symbol P ) a new concept symbol A0(respectively, role symbol P 0) which accepts one moreargument than A (respectively, P ), namely a world (oractually a term representing a world). Object symbolsx are represented by elements x of domain sort D1.The following table describes the morphism [[ � ]]w;Lwhich accepts a Mod-ALC sentence �, a termw (whichdenotes a world), and a list L of variables and objectsymbols2 and results in a �rst-order predicate logic for-mula. It can be viewed as a direct translation fromDe�nition 4 of satis�ability into classical logic.Sentence Translation[[ x 2 C ]]U;L [[ C ]]U;(x)[[ (x; y) 2 R ]]U;L [[ R ]]U;(xy)[[ C v D ]]U;L 8X: [[ C ]]U;(X) ! [[ D ]]U;(X)[[ 2(m;a)� ]]U;L 8V :R(m; a; U; V )! [[ � ]]V;a�L[[ 2(m;C)� ]]U;L 8X: [[ C ]]U;(X) !8V :R(m;X;U; V )! [[ � ]]V;X�L[[ 3(m;a)� ]]U;L 9V :R(m; a; U; V ) ^ [[ � ]]V;a�L1Object symbols doesn't have to be parameterized withan additional world argument, because their interpretationis rigid (see De�nition 2).2The need to keep track of variables and object symbolswill become apparent in the translation of default proper-ties presented in the next section.



We use nil to denote the empty list, (x1 : : : xn) to de-note a list with elements x1, : : : , xn, and � to denotethe concatenation function.The translation of concepts and roles is de�ned by:Term Translation[[ A ]]U;(X) A0(U;X)[[ :A ]]U;(X) :A0(U;X)[[ C uD ]]U;(X) [[ C ]]U;(X) ^ [[ D ]]U;(X)[[ C tD ]]U;(X) [[ C ]]U;(X) _ [[ D ]]U;(X)[[ 8R:C ]]U;(X) 8Y : [[ R ]]U;(XY ) ! [[ C ]]U;(Y )[[ 9R:C ]]U;(X) 9Y : [[ R ]]U;(XY ) ^ [[ C ]]U;(Y )[[ 2(m;a) C ]]U;(X) 8V :R(m; a; U; V )! [[ C ]]V;(X)[[ 2(m;C)D ]]U;(X) 8Y : [[ C ]]U;Y !8V :R(m;Y; U; V )! [[ D ]]V;(X)[[ 3(m;a) C ]]U;(X) 9V :R(m; a; U; V ) ^ [[ C ]]V;(X)[[ P ]]U;(XY ) P 0(U;X; Y )[[ R u S ]]U;(XY ) [[ R ]]U;(XY ) ^ [[ S ]]U;(XY )where A is a concept symbol, P is a role symbol, andall terms are in negation normal form. Furthermore,we need the set � of formulae� = f8W : all(W;a) j a 2 Ag [ f8W : 8X: top(W;X)gdescribing the properties of the concepts top and all.The SCAN algorithm can be used to compute theproperties of the accessibility relation R from axiomschemata like (5) and (6). If SCAN terminates ona set A of axiom schemata and the result is a �rst-order formula, we will denote the resulting formula bySCAN(A) and will say SCAN is de�ned for A.Theorem 6Let K be a knowledge base and A a set of axiomschemata. If SCAN is de�ned for A thenSCAN(A) [ � [ f[[ � ]]�;nil j � 2 Kgis (predicate logic) satis�able if and only if K [ A issatis�able.Proof. See (Gabbay & Ohlbach 1992) and (Hustadt &Nonnengart 1993).Thus, our ability to translate knowledge bases and ax-iom schemata into �rst-order logic formulae gives us asemi-decision procedure for the satis�ability problemin Mod-ALC. However, we don't get a decision pro-cedure. Fernm�uller et al. (1993) describe a resolutionbased decision procedure for ALC. It remains to beshown that their approach extends to Mod-ALC.Stereotypes of Default PropertiesThere are two sources of inconsistency with respect tostereotype attachment. First, a necessary conditionmay be violiated. E.g. adding2(believe;Tim) Tom 2 :9 own: bicycle;to the knowledge base K contradicts sentence (15)which has been derived from a necessary condition forcreepers from the viewpoint of Tim. An occurrence of

this kind of inconsistency can be resolved using beliefrevision. Second, a property of a stereotype may resultin a contradiction. E.g. adding2(believe;Tim)3(believe;Tom) (bmw1 2 :fast car)to K contradicts sentence (14) which has been de-rived using a property of creepers from the viewpointof Tim. In this section, we incorporate a special for-malism for describing stereotypes of default propertiesinto Mod-ALC which can be used to avoid this kind ofinconsistency.Suppose we want to represent one of the followingfour statements about Tim:(1) Typically Tim believes that every speeder believesthat a 2cv is a slow car.(2) Tim believes that typically every speeder believesthat a 2cv is a slow car.(3) Tim believes that every speeder typically believesthat a 2cv is a slow car.(4) Tim believes that every speeder believes that typ-ically a 2cv is a slow car.Only the �rst sentence is directly representable in adefault theory in the sense of Reiter (1980), becauseonly whole formulae can be de�ned to be defeasible. Torepresent and reason with the other sentences, we needa logic containing an additional operator for indicatingdefeasible parts of a formula (similar to the ab operatorin circumscription).For this purpose, we add a new sentential operatorT to our language and a new subset declaration sym-bol vT. If C and D are concept terms and � is aterminological sentence, then C vT D and T� are ter-minological sentences. Using these new operators werepresent (1){(4) in the following way.(10) T(2(believe;Tim)2(believe;speeder) (2cv v slow car)).(20) 2(believe;Tim)T(2(believe;speeder) (2cv v slow car)).(30) 2(believe;Tim)2(believe;speeder) T(2cv v slow car).(40) (2(believe;Tim)2(believe;speeder) (2cv vT slow car).Formally, we assume a new sort D� of all �nite listsof elements of the domain sort D. Again, we use nil todenote the empty list in D� and � to denote the con-catenation function in the target language. Further-more, we assume an enumerable set of binary predicatesymbols di taking worlds and lists as arguments. As-suming some arbitrary enumeration of a �nite knowl-edge baseK, we associate any predicate symbol di witha sentence Si in K. Then, we extend the morphism[[ � ]]w;L mapping sentences of Mod-ALC to �rst-orderformulae in the following way.Sentence Translation[[ C vT D ]]U;L 8X: [[ C ]]U;(X) ^di(U;X � L)! [[ D ]]U;(X)[[ T� ]]U;L di(U;L)! [[ � ]]U;L



The translation of a knowledge base is still �rst-order.To incorporate the defeasibility of the typical proper-ties, we use defaults in the sense of Reiter (1980) inthe following way. For each symbol di occurring in thetranslation, we add a supernormal default: di(U;L)di(U;L)where U is a variable of sort W and L is variable ofsort D�. This means if di(U;L) can be consistentlyassumed, then we derive di(U;L) as a fact.The result of the translation of a knowledge base Kwill be a default theory (W;D), where W is the setf[[ � ]]�;nil j � 2 Kg [ � and D is the set of supernor-mal defaults. The semantics of a knowledge base Kis the set of all possible extensions of (W;D) (for fur-ther details see (Poole 1988)). A knowledge base Kentails a sentence � i� � is entailed by every extensionof (W;D).In an extended version of the paper I show that thetranslation of the sentences (1'){(4') reects the in-tention of the informal statements (1){(4).It is important to note that entailment is still decid-able. This is a direct consequence of the decidability ofMod-ALC without the operators T and vT. By con-trast, entailment in a undecidable language containingthese operators is not even semi-decidable.Future WorkAny agent taking part in a dialogue has to deal withtwo kinds of non-monotonicities. First, there is a tem-poral non-monotonicity, because agents tend to changetheir mind during the discourse. The set of sentencesabout the beliefs and desires of the other agents doesnot grow monotonically with time. Belief revisionis the process of incorporating incoming informationinto a knowledge base while preserving consistency.Second, there is a logical non-monotonicity, becauseagents tend to use rules that are not universally true,but allow exceptions. Default reasoning is the processof deriving consequences from a knowledge base if weare prepared to do without some of the rules if theirconsequences are inconsistent with the knowledge base.This paper deals with the second kind of non-monotonicity only, i.e. default reasoning. Belief revi-sion in default theories is one of the open problems innon-monotonic reasoning. See (Gabbay et al. 1992)and (Bain & Muggleton 1992) for �rst steps towards asolution of the problem.ReferencesAllgayer, J.; Ohlbach, H. J.; and Reddig, C. 1992.Modelling agents with logic. In Andre, E.; Cohen,R.; Graf, W.; Kass, B.; Paris, C.; and Wahlster, W.,eds., UM92 | Proceedings of the Third InternationalWorkshop on User Modeling, DFKI Document D-92-17.
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